DUTCH DESI GN PAVILIO NS
MAISON&OBJET 2018
THE PAVILIONS PRESENT
LEADING DUTCH DESIGNERS
AT MAISON&OBJET
(SEPTEMBER 7-11)
The Netherlands Export Combination (NEC)
organizes six Dutch Design Pavilions at
MAISON&OBJET 2018.
This week we present you the pavilion of
Studio Frederik Roijé!
Studio Frederik Roijé
Studio Frederik Roijé is a design studio that focuses on
product and interior design. The approach is to reach a new
level in product design and space.
Besides working for clients it creates its own collection of
furniture designs, which is sold and distributed worldwide
under the name of Frederik Roijé.
The collection exists of: furniture, lighting and home
accessories, and is renowned for its creative and innovative
designs. Always willing to extend, Frederik Roijé is
constantly developing new products. If you have an interest
in selling our products please contact the studio.
At Maison&Objet 2018 Roijé will be proudly presenting his new lamps “Beaming Blobbers” to the international
audience. Everyone knows the feeling of waiting and staring at a blobber, hoping for it to go underwater.
We have captured these achetype shapes and translated it into lamps: Beaming Bobbers.
These lamps float above your table and shining a beam of light in your interior.
For more information contact our office or check the website of Studio Frederik Roijé
as well as the Maison&Objet web catalogue.
MAISON&OBJET
MAISON&OBJET is the leading event for designers all over the world. The lifestyle show brings a total concept of
products: design, decoration, furniture, accessories, textiles, tableware etc. They are a cutting-edge platform
that is in line with the developments in the market and suited to the specific needs of its exhibitors.
INVITATION RECEPTION
You are cordially invited to our network reception on Saturday September 8th from 17.00 hours in the Dutch
Pavilion at Puik Design, Hall 6 stand number L141. This is the opportunity to meet with all the Dutch designers
and talk about their latest collections. Don’t miss out!
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